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Reimagining Student Learning & 
Assessment
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Re-examining the 
SYA Mission

Several years of data-driven research
SYA research on Intercultural Competence and creativity 
continues to contribute to our curricular strategy.

An increased focus on student voice
SYA has increased efforts to get the student point of view 
through individual interviews, focus groups and climate 
survey work.

Inclusive faculty involvement from all SYA campuses
SYA involved teaching faculty in the writing of our new 
mission statement in an authentic way.
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Mission in Action
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SYA Italy fieldwork-based curriculum
Over the last three years, we have revamped the SYA Italy 
curriculum to more appropriately reflect our mission. Our 
campus in Viterbo has become a bit of a lab for all SYA.

New place-based and experiential courses
SYA now offers new courses at all campuses that have grown 
out of the school-wide focus on our mission.

Implementation of enhanced advisory program
Using the results of our successful mentoring  program research 
as a guide, SYA has implemented a comprehensive advisory 
program aimed at improving intercultural competence skills 
and supporting stronger immersion in the community.
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In our curriculum development work, 
we very quickly realized that:

• The traditional structure of 
splitting student work into six 
distinct disciplines is severely 
limiting.

• Traditional assessment was 
ineffective as a student motivator.

• Traditional schedules make 
interdisciplinary and experiential 
work difficult or impossible.

The Problem with 
Traditional 

Structure and 
Assessment



SYA Curriculum Redesign
Academic Structure

• Traditional classes replaced with a selection of interdisciplinary and deep-dive experiences.
• A refocus on language learning to insure that every student returns home at a very high 

level of achievement.
• Gradually increased student independence, eventually allowing them to design their own 

experiences.
• Increased importance given to the capstone project and higher expectations for quality.
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SYA Curriculum Redesign
Assessment

• The creation and use of mastery credits to replace  grades.
• The delivery of a portfolio style Mastery Transcript for every student with examples of 

exemplary student work.
• Higher standards for student work and increased acceptance of failure (It’s a good thing).
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SYA Mastery Credits
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Traditional Student Travel
• Lack of authentic engagement
• Not challenging - especially for talented students
• Not individualized - everybody does the same things in the same order
• At times a lack of academic focus - feeling of tourism
• Few, if any, measure or observed student outcomes
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Mastery-Based Fieldwork Experiences
• Promote student agency and independence
• Challenge students in an way that can also be enjoyable
• Require demanding and consistent engagement
• Foster a personalized experience
• Provide an environment for deep learning outcomes
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Mastery-Based Fieldwork Experiences
Require:

- Clear balance between teacher guidance and student autonomy
- Purposeful and authentic experiences
- Works towards clearly defined Mastery Credits
- A strategic approach to different kinds of fieldwork
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

The Learning Process: Experiential and place-based
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PRE-DEPARTURE
WORK
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

Pre-departure work

• Students work through 
coursework designed to 
provide sufficient background 
on the location.

• Faculty provide a list of 
activities (optional/required) 
based on our Mastery Credits.

• Students are invited to 
propose their own activities.

• Students create their personal 
schedule.
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

During the Mastery credit based experience

DESCRIPTION
AN ENDANGERED NEIGHBORHOOD 

Prior to the activity, students research the history of the Barrio del Cabanyal and the community member’s 
fight against the extension of Blasco Ibáñez Boulevard up to the sea. Students then prepare a questionnaire for 
the neighbors, find and visit the neighborhood and observe the area that the City hall is planning  to destroy. 
Students should pay special attention to the architecture of the buildings scheduled for demolition. Is it worth 
keeping the Cabanyal untouched? Should be Blasco Ibáñez Boulevard extended up to the beach? Students 
should formulate their own opinion and explain if their opinion would change if they lived in the area and why.

MASTERY CREDITS:
CA1b. Authentic Language Use.
CA2b. Physical Independence.
CA3c. Community Participation.
CA4a. Perspective Taking. 
CA5b. Research Skills.
CA5c. Critical Reflection.
CA6c. Socio-Political Awareness. 
CA6g. Advanced Political Study.
CA6h. Community Contribution.
CA7b. Focused Observation.
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

During the fieldwork based experience

DESCRIPTION
THE CHINESE COMMUNITY IN VALENCIA
I want to learn more about the Chinese immigrants in Spain and the impact of Chinese food in the country. I’m 
currently doing a research in Zaragoza. 
I found out that there is a kind of “Chinatown” in Valencia and I want to visit it and interview some people 
about their lives and businesses and compare their experiences with the people in Zaragoza. 
Valencia is a more cosmopolitan city and I guess local people’s perception of Chinese food would be different. 

MASTERY CREDITS:
CA1b. Authentic Language Use 
CA2a. Physical Independence
CA2c. Self-Motivation 
CA2e. Self-assessment
CA3f. Resource Management
CA4d. Cultural Contrast
CA4f. Cultural Norms
CA4g. Regional Cultures
CA5a. Idea Generation
CA5b. Research Skills
CA5f. Designing Experience
CA7b. Focused Observation
CA7c. Demonstration of Affinity, Curiosity
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

During the fieldwork based experience

DESCRIPTION
ART vs. REALITY

Visit the San Pío V Fine Arts Museum (learn about location and hours of operation previously). Watch the 

paintings displayed in the rooms consecrated to Valencian Impressionism. Look carefully those paintings, take 

pictures and read its titles. 

Find out where the places depicted are in the real world. If they are in Valencia, visit those places and compare 

the images in the painting with reality. What are the main changes? in your opinion are those transformations 

“good” or “bad”?

MASTERY CREDITS:
CA2b. Physical Independence.
CA2c. Self-Motivation.
CA4a. Perspective Taking. 
CA5b. Research Skills.
CA5c. Critical Reflection.
CA6c. Socio-Political Awareness. 
CA7b. Focused Observation.
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Valencia es tu aula/Valencia is your classroom

REFLECTION
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